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Abstract

Commonsense capabilities of pre-trained lan-
guage models dramatically improve with scale,
leading many to believe that scale is the only
winning recipe. But is it? Here, we investigate
an alternative that a priori seems impossible:
can smaller language models (e.g., GPT-2) win
over models that are orders of magnitude larger
and better (e.g., GPT-3), if powered with novel
commonsense distillation algorithms? The key
intellectual challenge is to design a learning
algorithm that achieves a competitive level of
commonsense acquisition, without relying on
the benefits of scale. In particular, we study
generative models of commonsense knowledge,
focusing on the task of generating generics,
statements of commonsense facts about every-
day concepts, e.g., birds can fly.

We introduce I2D2, a novel commonsense dis-
tillation framework that loosely follows West
et al. (2022)’s Symbolic Knowledge Distilla-
tion but breaks the dependence on the extreme-
scale teacher model with two innovations: (1)
the novel adaptation of NeuroLogic Decoding
(Lu et al., 2021) to enhance the generation qual-
ity of the weak, off-the-shelf language models,
and (2) self-imitation learning to iteratively
learn from the model’s own enhanced common-
sense acquisition capabilities. Empirical re-
sults suggest that scale is not the only way, as
novel algorithms can be a promising alternative.
Moreover, our study leads to a new corpus of
generics, Gen-A-tomic, that is the largest and
highest-quality available to date.

1 Introduction

Language models (LMs) become better with scale.
However, even the largest LMs continue to fail in
unexpected ways due to their lack of commonsense
(Brachman and Levesque, 2021). Knowledge mod-
els – custom LMs trained to generate knowledge—
provide on-demand access to task-specific knowl-
edge to address this gap (Bosselut et al., 2019).
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Figure 1: I2D2 radically improves over off-the-shelf
generation from GPT-2 XL using constrained decoding
and self-imitation.

Today, the best strategy for training a knowledge
model depends on large-scale, albeit noisy knowl-
edge generated from a large LM (West et al., 2022).
Are massive-scale LMs the only way to build com-
monsense capabilities? In addition to being an
interesting scientific inquiry, if smaller LMs can in-
deed generate high-quality commonsense, training
knowledge models will become far more efficient
and accessible compared to the state-of-the-art.

We study the generation of commonsense knowl-
edge from GPT-2 (a small LM) and compare that
against GPT-3, a model that is orders of magnitude
larger. Specifically, we focus on the task of gener-
ating generics – i.e. statements of commonsense
knowledge about everyday concepts. While gener-
ics express general truths (e.g. “birds can fly”),
exceptions abound (e.g. penguins do not fly nor do
sleeping or injured birds). Nonetheless, generics
form the basis of how we express our commonsense
about the world (Hampton, 2012; Leslie, 2014).

We present I2D2, a new framework for gener-
ating generic statements from GPT-2 (depicted in
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Figure 2: I2D2 is specifically designed to elicit generics—general statements about the world. I2D2 works by
collecting a list of concepts and generates generics using Neurologic Decoding to constrain generations at decoding
time. To ensure quality, I2D2 includes the use of a supervised critic to filter out false generations. The quality of
the generations is further improved via iterative self-imitation learning whereby the language model is finetuned on
the high-quality generics selected by the critic.

Fig. 2).1 Out of the box, GPT-2 generations are
anything but valid generics – often being repetitive,
trivial, or resembling narratives. The key break-
through for overcoming this challenge comes from
(i) constrained decoding: in which generations are
controlled to satisfy manually constructed lexico-
syntactic constraints using Neurologic Decoding
(Lu et al., 2021), and (ii) self-imitation learning:
in which GPT-2 is iteratively fine-tuned on its own
high-quality generations, automatically identified
using a supervised critic model.

The marked disparity in scale makes the com-
parison between I2D2 and GPT-3 seem like an
impossible match. However, constrained decoding
and self-imitation enable I2D2 to overcome this
limitation and even surpass the quality of knowl-
edge generated by GPT-3. We formulate a binary-
classification task on a human-annotated test set
of generic statements and compare the precision-
recall trade-off between I2D2 and Instruct-GPT-3
by ranking statements using their critic and per-
plexity scores, respectively.2 I2D2 achieves an
average precision of 0.92 and outperforms Instruct-
GPT-3, which has an average precision of 0.82.
Next, we show that iterative self-imitation learning
dramatically improves the accuracy of generations
from GPT-2 XL, even before applying the critic;
increasing from 45% −→ 58% −→ 62% over three

1I2D2: Iterative Imitation and Decoding for Distillation
2We use Instruct-GPT 3’s text-davinci-001 model in

our experiments. In the rest of this paper, GPT-3 refers to this
model, unless stated otherwise.

iterations. Finally, we construct Gen-A-tomic – a
knowledge resource of generic statements gener-
ated by applying I2D2 to 40K everyday concepts.
Compared to GenericsKB (Bhakthavatsalam et al.,
2020), Gen-A-tomic is judged by humans to be
more accurate (75% GenericsKB vs. 90% I2D2)
while being larger (over 2X) in scale. Unlike Gener-
icsKB, which was created through information ex-
traction over text, I2D2 can provide commonsense
knowledge for unseen concepts on-demand.

2 The I2D2 Framework

[Generally|Typically|Usually]? [a|an|the]?
<noun phrase> <relational phrase>

Table 1: Template for automatically constructing
morpho-syntactically varying prompts. ‘?’ denotes the
group of words is optional and ‘|’ denotes the logical
OR operator

I2D2 is a new framework for automatically gen-
erating generic statements using pretrained lan-
guage models. Our language model of choice is
GPT-2 XL. However, any auto-regressive language
model can be used within I2D2.3

I2D2 generates generics in four stages. First,
in prompt construction, we collect seed concepts
(e.g. bicycle) and automatically construct several
morpho-syntactically varying prompts (e.g. “A
bicycle has . . . ”) (§2.1) for each concept. The

3In the rest of the paper, I2D2 refers to I2D2 using GPT-2
XL.
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prompts are used as inputs to I2D2. Second, we
employ constrained generation to control the
style of text generated from the pre-trained LM
at to mimic the style of generic statements(§2.2).
Third, a supervised critic is used to filter out false
and ill-formed generations (§2.3). Finally, the lan-
guage model is finetuned on its own high-quality
generations selected by the critic in an iterative
self-imitation learning setup (§2.4). Figure 2 il-
lustrates the overall framework.

2.1 Prompt Construction

Source of seed concepts: Our first set of con-
cepts for generating generic knowledge is common
noun phrases (e.g. “fruits”), selected from two
resources: GenericsKB (Bhakthavatsalam et al.,
2020) and ConceptNet (Speer et al., 2017). From
GenericsKB, we retrieve all noun phrases for which
there are at least five generic statements in the re-
source, resulting in a total of 8.5K seed concepts.4

From ConceptNet, we retrieve noun phrases asso-
ciated with the types artefact and human, identi-
fied based on hypernymy relationships to the cor-
responding WordNet senses. These lists are then
manually vetted for validity to compile a shortlist
totaling 1.4K seed concepts.5

Our second set of seed concepts is high-level hu-
man goals (e.g. “get better at chess”) obtained from
two sources: ProScript (Sakaguchi et al., 2021) and
ATOMIC (Sap et al., 2019). We extract all goals
that appear in the ProScript training data. From
ATOMIC, we extract all base events and filter
out hypothetical ones (e.g. “PersonX expects to
win”) based on an exclusion list (Appendix A.1).

To scale the number of seed concepts we prompt
GPT-3 (Brown et al., 2020) with a set-expansion
template, which is a prompt template for GPT-3 to
generate items similar to a given set of items; see
more details in Appendix A.1.1. Overall, after GPT-
3 based expansion, we have 39K seed concepts,
consisting of 26K noun phrases and 13K goals.
Note that GPT-3 is only used for seed expansion
and not for the generics generation.

4GenericsKB was found to consist of uncommon or spe-
cialized terminology (e.g. orpiment) that are not conducive
for commonsense generation. Therefore, we select nouns with
at least five generic statements so that the collected nouns are
those that are capable of forming commonsense generics

5We choose human and artifact as much commonsense
knowledge centers around these types. The list of concepts
can be extended to other types as well (e.g. animals, natural
phenomena) in the future.

Morpho-Syntactically Varying Prompts: We
programmatically construct a large number of
morpho-syntactically divergent prompts for each
concept to facilitate the generation of a diverse set
of generics. Prompts for noun phrases are con-
structed based on the template shown in Table 1.

Each concept is paired with a relational phrase,
e.g. “can be”, “is found in”, from a manually con-
structed list; Appendix A.1.2 presents more details.
Inspired by Leslie (2008), we prefix adverbs (such
as “generally”, “usually”, and “typically”) to the
prompts. We find, empirically, that these prefixes
encourage the language model to generate general
statements, instead of long-form, narrative-like text.
An article is optionally prefixed before the concept
for grammaticality. For a given (concept, relational
phrase) pair, we construct all prompt combinations
according to the template above and choose the
one with the lowest PLM (GPT-2 XL in our ex-
periments) perplexity. For the goal seed concepts,
from each goal we create four separate prompts by
prepending each of these prefixes: “In order to”,
“Before you”, “After you”, and “While you”.

Source of related concepts: NLP applications
often require knowledge that connects two con-
cepts together in some given context. For example,
to solve a QA problem, it might be important to
have background knowledge about the relationship
between a “hotel” and a “credit card”, e.g. “At a
hotel, credit cards can be used to make a payment”.
We obtain concepts related to a seed concept from
GPT-3 using a custom template; see details in Ap-
pendix A.1.3. In Section 2.2, we describe how
I2D2 is able to generate such generic statements.

Finally, we filter out all prompts whose per-word
perplexity under GPT-2 XL is above a threshold of
250. This allows us to apriori filter out ill-formed
prompts such as “Typically, a hall are planted at
. . . ”. This results in a total of 1.6M prompts.

2.2 Constrained Generation using
NeuroLogic Decoding

Why Constrained Decoding: Small language
models like GPT-2 XL struggle with text degenera-
tion (Holtzman et al., 2019). Text generated can be
trivial, repetitive, or long-winded resembling a nar-
rative. In contrast, generic statements are simple
and short (Tessler and Goodman, 2016). The main
challenge is to generate statements consistent with
the linguistic style of generics, while using an in-
herently weak language model. To address this, we
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Figure 3: Example outputs of I2D2 for the concept “get better at chess”. We add constraints to our constrained
generation algorithm to include the related concept.

could either adapt the model to our task, through
fine-tuning or apply novel decoding algorithms to
substantially improve the generation quality. As the
only resource of generic statements, GenericsKB
(Bhakthavatsalam et al., 2020) could be used for
fine-tuning. But it primarily focuses on scientific
concepts and, as we show in §3, lacks diversity and
scale. Crowdsourcing a new dataset from scratch
is resource intensive. Thus, we focus on better de-
coding methods instead of relying on the standard
top-p, top-k, or beam search algorithms.

What is NeuroLogic Decoding: NeuroLogic De-
coding (Lu et al., 2021) enforces satisfaction of
given constraints in generated text. It can handle
any constraints—positive (a given word must be
included in the generation) or negative (the given
word must not be generated)—which can be ex-
pressed in conjunctive normal form. The constraint
satisfaction problem is solved approximately using
beam-search by introducing a high-penalty term
for violating constraints.

NeuroLogic Decoding in I2D2 Our work is the
first to use NeuroLogic Decoding for knowledge
generation. The application of NeuroLogic to our
problem is based on two key observations. First,
we find that limiting the number of function words
(e.g., “in”, “on”, “of”) in a sentence implicitly con-
trols its length. Next, excluding connective words
(e.g., “although”, “since”, “furthermore”) can make
generations short and succinct.

These logical constraints can be enforced at de-
coding time to steer the model toward desired text
using NeuroLogic Decoding. We devise the fol-
lowing set of constraints, represented in CNF. Con-
straints are exemplified in Figure 3 and further de-
tailed in A.1.4.

(
count(function words) ≤ 1

)

∧
(
count(connective words) = 0)

∧ ¬source concept

∧ ¬relational phrase

Given the 1.6M programmatically constructed
prompts and their associated constraints, we gen-
erate ten generations for each prompt using Neuro-
Logic Decoding applied to GPT-2 XL. Overall, we
generate about 16M statements which must now be
filtered to preserve quality.

2.3 Supervised Critic

LMs can generate hallucinations and false state-
ments about the world (Ji et al., 2022). We simi-
larly observe invalid or false statements output by
our constrained decoding method. To address this,
we train a supervised critic model to predict the
veracity of a generation. We create a training set of
∼12K statements, with up to four sampled genera-
tions for each concept from a held-out set of ∼3K
concepts. The labels for each generation are col-
lected using the same procedure as the evaluation
data, which is described in Section 3.2. We train a
RoBERTa-Large (Liu et al., 2019) classifier as our
critic model to identify valid generic statements.

2.4 Self-Imitation Learning

Why Self-Imitation: NeuroLogic Decoding al-
lows I2D2 to generate statements in the style of
generics. But the deficiencies of using a weak lan-
guage model are still apparent as the critic model
has to discard a majority of the candidate state-
ments due to their low quality. Intuitively, using a
better language model should make it more likely
for NeuroLogic to find higher-quality candidates.
We posit that fine-tuning the language model on
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A friendship can be taken away from 
you in one of three ways: You […]

A friendship lasts longer when both people 
are interested in each other. 

A friendship can be taken away from 
someone if they hurt the other person. 

A friendship lasts about 7 years. 
Friendships are able to last many years.

Board games can be attached to the wall. 
Board games are played with a set of game 

pieces and a game board. 
A board games may have 2 to 4 players 

Board games are for entertainment.

Board games can be found in your  
local game store, but […] 

Board games can be placed in one of three 
categories: Board Games […] 

Board games can be attached to one of the 
following categories: Board Games […]

Figure 4: Examples of generics in Gen-A-tomic and GenericsKB, and those generated by off-the-shelf GPT2-xl
and GPT-3 instruct. Examples in green are good generics, red are bad generics, and orange are questionable ones.

Algorithm 1 The I2D2 framework
Input: P0: a pre-trained language model

X = {(xi, Ci)}: Set of prompts and constraints
Ω(·): a critic model
N : number of iterations
δ: classification threshold

1: for k = 0, 1, . . . , N − 1 do
2: Dk ← {}
3: for (xi, Ci) ∈ X do
4: ŷ = argmaxy∈Y Pk(y|x)− λ

∑
c∈Ci

(
1− c(y)

)

▷ Constrained Decoding
5: Dk ← Dk ∪ {ŷ} ▷ Add generations to data pool
6: Train Ω on annotated samples of Dk ▷ Train Critic
7: D̃k ← {y|y ∈ Dk and Ω(y) > δ} ▷ Apply Critic
8: Pk+1 ← argmaxθ E logPk(yn|y1, . . . yn−1); y ∼ D̃k

▷ Train LM on high-quality generations

its own high-quality generations can make it bet-
ter suited for knowledge generation by steering its
distribution towards higher-quality samples.

What is Self-Imitation: In the reinforcement
learning literature, self-imitation learning (Oh et al.,
2018) is an actor-critic algorithm for learning to
reproduce past good actions of an agent in an en-
vironment. ⟨State, action, reward⟩ triples from
past experience are stored in memory and an action
taken in the past is chosen only when that action
resulted in higher reward than expected.

Self-Imitation in I2D2: Our method closely fol-
lows self-imitation of (Oh et al., 2018), but uses
a pre-trained language model as the ‘actor’ and a
trained classifier as the ‘critic’ models. Moreover,
we update the language model using the standard
conditional language modeling objective, maxi-
mum likelihood. I2D2 is formally described in
Algorithm 1.
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Figure 5: The accuracy of I2D2 generations is higher
than GPT-3 (a 100× larger model) and GenericsKB

3 Experiments and Results

We describe results from our experiments compar-
ing I2D2 with GPT-3, GPT-2 XL and GenericsKB
in more detail below. Figure 4 shows outputs sam-
pled from these sources.

3.1 I2D2’s generations are more accurate
than GPT-3 and GenericsKB

We compare the accuracy of generations from
I2D2, GPT-3, and GenericsKB (see Figure 5). The
best accuracy achieved by GPT-3 in our exper-
iments is 82%. GenericsKB (Bhakthavatsalam
et al., 2020) is a static resource of generic knowl-
edge created through information extraction over
three large text corpora: the Waterloo corpus, Sim-
pleWikipedia, and the ARC corpus. This work
released a large-scale dataset of 14M generations
and a high-quality subset of 1M generic statements.
We compare GenericsKB’s best 1M against our cor-
pus. We randomly sample 1K generic statements
from GenericsKB and I2D2 and ask annotators on
Amazon Mechanical Turk (MTurk) to rate the va-
lidity of the generic statement. We find that while
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Figure 6: Comparing the PR Curve of I2D2 Critic and
the language model perplexities based on GPT2-XL and
GPT-3.

Figure 7: Comparing the PR Curve of I2D2 iterations 0
through 2

only 76% of statements in GenericsKB were anno-
tated as accurate, over 90% of statements in I2D2
were judged as valid. The results show that I2D2
is more accurate than GenericsKB, while being
larger. I2D2 is also more accurate than GPT-3,
while using 100× fewer parameters in its model.

3.2 I2D2 results in better generics than GPT-3

Systems We wish to compare how GPT-3, given
the same set of prompts as our approach, can gen-
erate and identify valid generics. For a given
prompt, we generate ten generations from each
system. GPT-3 is prompted in a few-shot manner
with an instruction and six examples. We use differ-
ent sets of few-shot examples for noun phrases and
goals. Appendix A.1.6 further details the instruc-
tion and in-context examples provided to GPT-3.
I2D2, using a supervised critic, assigns a score to
each generated statement. For GPT-3, we use the
perplexity assigned to a generation as an indica-
tor of validity. As an additional baseline, we also
compute perplexity under off-the-shelf GPT-2 XL.

Evaluation Data We set aside 300 concepts for
evaluation. Each concept is associated with several
prompts (on average 40). We generate ten generic
statements for each prompt from I2D2 and GPT-3.
Next, from all generations for a concept, we ran-
domly sample four statements generated by each
system. A generic statement is considered valid
if it is a generally true statement about the world.
Three annotators on MTurk rate the validity of each

generated statement.6 Annotation template and in-
structions are detailed in Appendix A.1.5. At least
two out of three annotators agreed on a label 92.5%
of the time over all 4 statements.7

Metrics Given the human-annotated test set of
generics, we compare the precision-recall trade-off
between I2D2 and GPT-3. Each system assigns
a score to each generic statement, allowing us to
rank the statements from most to least likely to be
a generic. Combined with the human annotations
of the validity of a statement, we plot a precision-
recall (PR) curve. It allows us to evaluate the accu-
racy of each system as the number of statements it
outputs varies, which is important since different
tradeoffs between quantity and quality of output
may be desired for different application settings.

Results Figure 6 shows the impact of including
a supervised critic to identify valid generic state-
ments. We find that GPT-3, while impressive, lags
significantly behind our supervised critic in iden-
tifying which generic statements are valid. The
off-the-shelf GPT-2 XL model is the worst at iden-
tifying valid generic statements. Perplexity alone
is not a good indicator of what a valid generic is.

I2D2 uses both a generator and a discriminator.
To evaluate the generator, we sample from its gen-
erations over the test set of prompts. For a given set
of generations, human annotators judge whether

6Annotators select one of four choices: {true, false, don’t
know, garbled output}.

7We provide pairwise annotation agreement. Since our gen-
erations should ideally be valid, we produce a skew towards a
single label, problematic for κ (Feinstein and Cicchetti, 1990).
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the statement is true or false. We compute accuracy
against human labels and use that as a metric to
measure the quality of the generator.

The cautions against GPT-3 comparison There
are growing concerns in the research community
about the lack of open availability of GPT-3. Sev-
eral versions of GPT-3 are available through an
API, but the details of the training data used for
each version are largely unavailable or underspeci-
fied. Direct comparison with GPT-3 is, therefore,
becoming increasingly challenging. In this work,
we compare against the ‘text-davinci-001’ version
of the GPT-3 model and note that newer models
might do better. However, extracting the best per-
formance from GPT-3 is beside the point of our
work. We believe that as a community, we must
investigate alternative approaches that do not just
rely on scale. Case in point, our results in §3.5
demonstrate that the smaller curie version of GPT-
3 outperforms the much larger davinci version,
through better training.

3.3 I2D2 gets better through iterative
self-imitation learning

Systems For self-imitation learning, we generate
a large corpus of generations and filter out invalid
statements using the supervised critic to yield a
“purified” subset. We compare generations from
I2D2 using off-the-shelf GPT-2 XL and outputs
from two additional iterations of fine-tuning.

Evaluation Data We use the same held-out test
set of prompts for this experiment.

Metrics Here, we evaluate the accuracy of the
generations before applying the supervised critic.

Results We show that a language model gets iter-
atively better as it gets finetuned on its own high-
quality generations over each iteration. The raw ac-
curacy of the generations, before applying the critic,
improves from 45% → 58 % → 62% over three
iterations. We also compare the precision-recall
trade-off between the three iterations. Figure 7
shows the effectiveness of self-imitation learning
over three iterations.

3.4 Gen-A-tomic is more diverse than
GenericsKB

Gen-A-tomic is a large set of generic statements,
but some of these may be semantically equivalent
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Figure 8: Compared to GenericsKB, the estimated aver-
age unique number of generics per concept is higher for
any version of Gen-A-tomic.

to one another. Since exact quantification of se-
mantically distinct statements in the dataset is in-
tractable, we employ a survey method called Mark
and Recapture (MnR) (Seber et al., 1982; The U.S.
Geological Survey, 2018) commonly used by ecol-
ogists to estimate a large population size via sam-
pling. This method captures individuals of a popu-
lation in two (or more) stages. In the first capture,
the generics capture (i.e., sampled) are marked
and released. At a later capture, the number of
recaptured generics8 are counted and the popula-
tion size estimated. Then, we employ the Chapman
estimator for MnR (Brittain and Böhning, 2009;
Chapman, 1951) to estimate the population size of
unique generics in the dataset. More details can be
found in Appendix A.1.7.

We compare the estimated per concept aver-
age count of unique generics for GenericsKB and
Gen-A-tomic. Overall, we find that Gen-A-tomic
includes at least triple the amount of generics per
concept compared to GenericsKB. We also ob-
serve that the estimated unique generics per con-
cept is higher for the best cuts of the Gen-A-tomic
dataset. Experiments with embedding-based simi-
larity methods yielded similar results.

3.5 Smaller, better-trained versions of GPT-3
outperform larger ones

We compare three versions of the GPT-3
model available on the OpenAI API: davinci,
curie-instruct and davinci-instruct (Ouyang et al.,
2022; Brown et al., 2020). Interestingly, we

8A recapture is determined by the second sample’s BLEU
score with respect to the already captured.
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find that the curie-instruct model, despite being a
much smaller model, generates more valid generic
statements compared to the much larger davinci
model. The instruct models (including curie-
instruct) were trained using reinforcement learn-
ing on human feedback. The accuracy (valid-
ity) of statements generated by the three GPT-
3 models on the same set of test prompts are
53.3% (davinci), 60.6% (curie-instruct), and 81.9%
(davinci-instruct). These results further demon-
strate that better training can result in smaller mod-
els performing better than larger models.

Our work adds to the growing body of evidence
from recent work that large language models have
not been trained optimally (Kaplan et al., 2020)
and it would be worthwhile to look for better train-
ing strategies to achieve high performance using
smaller, affordable, greener models.

4 Related Work

Generics Generics like “dogs are friendly” de-
scribe observed “truths” or defaults about the world
for which exceptions can be found (e.g., not all
dogs are friendly in practice). Generics have been
studied quite extensively in philosophy, linguis-
tics, and psychology. While they are clearly im-
portant to human reasoning, in particular, to non-
monotonic reasoning (Carlson and Pelletier, 1995;
Pelletier and Asher, 1997), they have also been
long debated for their puzzling properties which
renders them difficult to formally analyze (Leslie,
2012, 2008; Hampton, 2012; Liebesman, 2011).
Bhakthavatsalam et al. (2020) demonstrated the
usefulness of generics in language understanding
by providing generic statements to text models and
showing improvement on question-answering and
explanation generation. However, being a static
resource, GenericsKB cannot provide knowledge
for unseen concepts. To be useful across a wide
range of tasks and datasets, a more comprehen-
sive resource of generics is required. I2D2 can
generate generics for arbitrary concepts and even
generics relating two concepts—a feature unique
to I2D2. I2D2 can is easily extensible temporal
(“during a cold night, people need a blanket”) or
comparative (“a tennis ball is smaller than an of-
fice chair”) generic knowledge, leading to a more
comprehensive commonsense knowledge model.

Commonsense Knowledge Various methods for
representing commonsense knowledge have been
proposed in the literature. ConceptNet (Speer et al.,

2017) focused on the conceptual commonsense re-
lationship among various concepts and entities in
their knowledge graph. Atomic (Sap et al., 2019)
and Atomic2020 (Hwang et al., 2021) have of-
fered symbolic commonsense knowledge graphs
representing relational inference focusing on the
“If-Then” (cause-effect) reasoning. Fine-tuned on
Atomic, Comet (Bosselut et al., 2019) has offered a
neural knowledge model that can reason about situ-
ations beyond the symbolic knowledge graphs. Un-
like our current framework, however, previous com-
monsense knowledge models typically only han-
dled data in the form of structured triples and were
predominantly focused on commonsense about
events. I2D2 is the first knowledge model fo-
cused on generic knowledge expressed in natural
language. Uniquely, we also provide a critic model
that can filter invalid or ill-formed generations.

Symbolic Knowledge Distillation Collecting
high-quality knowledge at scale has been a long-
standing challenge. The traditional way is to col-
lect by human annotation (Speer et al., 2017; Sap
et al., 2019), which can be time-consuming and
expensive. Bhakthavatsalam et al. (2020) extracted
generics by filtering and cleaning based on 1.7B
sentences from three large text corpora. However,
manually constructed resources and resources ex-
tracted from large corpora can be difficult to ex-
tend. Recent works showed that pre-trained lan-
guage models can be a good source of knowledge
(West et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022). Symbolic
knowledge distillation (SKD) (West et al., 2022),
for instance, has generated even-centric inferential
knowledge from GPT-3 and distills it into GPT-
2. While these methods present promising results,
they primarily rely on using GPT-3 and only han-
dle knowledge about events in a structured triple
format. I2D2, on the other hand, relies only on
GPT-2’s own generations to improve itself and gen-
erates knowledge in natural language.

Self-Imitation Learning Self-imitation learning
(Oh et al., 2018) was proposed as a reinforcement
learning method in which an agent learns to repli-
cate past good actions. More recently, a similar
approach was applied in dialog models (Thoppilan
et al., 2022; Xu et al., 2022) and code generation
(Haluptzok et al., 2022). However, recent applica-
tions have relied on models much larger than GPT-
2 XL used in I2D2. Moreover, while (Haluptzok
et al., 2022) have explored the idea of self-imitation
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learning in language models, their method relies
on a compiler that is, by definition, 100% accu-
rate. Instead, the supervised critic in I2D2 can
be noisy, especially for identifying generics, which
have paradoxical properties that make its formaliza-
tion very difficult (Mari et al., 2012). We also show
that self-imitation learning is beneficial when done
over multiple iterations. In principle, I2D2 could
be improved iteratively through a life-long learn-
ing process. But, under what conditions would the
performance gains plateau is an interesting open
future research question.

5 Conclusion

We present I2D2— a novel framework for gen-
erating generic knowledge from language mod-
els using constrained decoding and self-imitation
learning. I2D2, while using orders of magnitude
fewer parameters, can still outperform GPT-3 at the
task of generating high-quality generic statements.
We also show that Gen-A-tomic is higher-quality,
larger-scale, and more diverse than the static Gener-
icsKB dataset. I2D2 provides on-demand access
to generic knowledge that can bridge the gap in
commonsense knowledge, often observed in even
the largest LMs available today.
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Limitations

Comparison with GPT-3: There are growing
concerns in the research community about the lack
of open availability of GPT-3. There are several
versions of the model and the details of the train-
ing data used for each version are largely unavail-
able. Direct comparison with GPT-3 is, therefore,
becoming increasingly challenging. In this work,
we compare against the ‘text-davinci-001’ version
of the GPT-3 model and note that newer models
might do better. However, extracting the best per-
formance from GPT-3 is beside the point of our
work. We believe that as a community, we must
investigate alternative approaches that do not only
rely on scale.

Undesirable Generations: Language models,
large and small, have been shown to be prone to
generating toxic text (Gehman et al., 2020). I2D2
relies on GPT-2 XL could also potentially generate
toxic statements. While the trained critic model
is able to filter out most toxic generations, we es-
timate the proportion of undesirable generations
using the Delphi (Jiang et al., 2021) model. We
find that ∼ 1.3% of the generations may not be
morally acceptable, either because the statements
are not accurate, not verifiable, too restrictive, or
they are potentially toxic.

Self-Imitation Iterations: In this work, we only
try two iterations of self-imitation due to resource
constraints. Exploring the effects of more self-
imitation iterations is left for future work. But,
based on the performance improvements we ob-
served after two iterations, we hypothesize that
the improvements could diminish with each future
iteration.

Runtime Efficiency A batch of 32 generations
from I2D2 takes 3mins on a single RTX A6000
GPU. NeuroLogic Decoding is the most compu-
tationally expensive component. As constrained
decoding methods become more efficient, the run-
time of I2D2 will also improve. Our focus in this
work is to study the quality of generations and we
leave runtime efficiency improvements to future
work.

Ethical Statement

Crowdsourcing: Annotations were conducted
on Amazon Mechanical Turk. For this project,
we obtained an exemption through our institu-
tion’s internal IRB. We do not retain nor pub-
lish deanonymizing information such as MTurk
IDs. Throughout the project, we maintain an av-
erage hourly rate of $15/hour for all our evalua-
tions. More detail on annotation is available in
Appendix A.1.5.

Intended Use: The framework I2D2 is intended
to enable further research in knowledge genera-
tion using a smaller and openly available language
model like GPT-2. As discussed towards the end
in §3, large language models like GPT-3 are in-
deed more capable of generating commonsense
knowledge than off-the-shelf GPT-2, but they as
unavailable for open use. This work seeks to expe-
dite a more sustainable yet high-quality generation
using smaller models that are accessible to all.
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Gen-A-tomic can be used as a resource of static
knowledge for downstream applications in NLP. As
discussed in the Limitations section above, there
may exist a small number of generations that may
be considered toxic and harmful for use. There-
fore, we emphasize that the dataset should be
used for research purposes only. Moreover, be-
cause the dataset has been vetted by crowdworkers
originating from North America, the knowledge
of the retained generics in Gen-A-tomic is most
strongly representative of generalizations or ‘truths’
of the English-speaking Western, specifically North
American cultures. Extending it to encompass a
more diverse set of world knowledge is a topic of
our future research.
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A Appendix

A.1 Selection of Concepts and Goals

ConceptNet concept selection To select Con-
ceptNet concepts, we first build a list of artefact
and human terms from WordNet by hierarchi-
cally traversing the hypernymy hierarchy (by
depth) starting from the artefact%1:03:00 and per-
son%1:03:00, respectively. We then select Con-
ceptNet concepts that belong to the lists in the same
order as the WordNet list. The concepts in the list
are sequentially evaluated manually to build a total
of 1K artefact and 400k human terms. The total-
ing 1.4k concepts are then used as seed ConceptNet
concepts.

ATOMIC goal selection To select goals from
ATOMIC, we obtain the complete list of base
events (e.g. “PersonX adopts a cat”). We drop
the “PersonX” prefixation and all mentions of “Per-
son” (e.g. “PersonY”, “PersonZ”). Additionally,
because we want to select for goals that are achiev-
able, we remove all irrealis or hypothetical situ-
ations (the described situation or event has not
taken place). More specifically, we filter out all
events with the verbs ‘need’, ‘want’ ‘wish’, ‘hope’,
‘dream’, ‘expect’, ‘imagine’, ‘mean’, and ‘plan’;
negated events (e.g. “PersonX does not get the
job”); and events modified by modals that indi-
cate permission or obligation (e.g. ‘should’). In
this manner we arrive at a list of 8.5K goals from
ATOMIC.

A.1.1 GPT3 for Set Expansion
We develop a template for set expansion based on
GPT3.

Generate more concepts.
1: <sampled concept 1>
2: <sampled concept 2>
3: <sampled concept 3>
4: <sampled concept 4>
5: <sampled concept 5>
6:

Set expansion is done in several iterations. We de-
fine K as the number of new concepts to be found
in each iteration. We construct a prompt as shown
above by sampling five concepts. We get five out-
puts for each prompt. We skip concepts whose
generation perplexity is lower than a set threshold
(8 in our experiments). Thus, at most five new con-
cepts are found with each call to the OpenAI API.
At the end of each iteration, newly found concepts
are added to the seed list of concepts. This iterative

process allows us to slowly expand the original list
with new related concepts.

A.1.2 List of relational templates
Noun phrases are combined with one of the follow-
ing verb phrases if they are obtained from Generic-
sKB:

are
is
have
can
has
should
produces
may have
may be

If a noun phrase is obtained from ConceptNet,
we expand the templates available in the (file “tem-
plates.txt” attached in supplementary material.

A.1.3 Template for obtaining related concept
Related concepts for a given concept are also ob-
tained from GPT3. We use the following prompt:

Generate five words that are related to the given
word.

Word: hotel
Related Words:
1: Credit card
2: Fee
3: Resort
4: Parking lot
5: Reception
==
Word: <given concept>
Related Words:

GPT-3 generates five related concepts for each
given word.

A.1.4 Constraints for Neurologic Decoding
We use four sets of constraints for Neurologic De-
coding:

(
count(function words) ≤ 1

)

∧
(
count(connective words) = 0)

∧ ¬source concept

∧ ¬relational phrase

function words comprises of {‘‘in", ‘‘on",
‘‘of", ‘‘for", ‘‘of", ‘‘at", ‘‘in",
‘‘anybody", ‘‘it", ‘‘one", ‘‘the", ‘‘a",
‘‘that", ‘‘or", ‘‘got", ‘‘do"}.

connective words comprises of
{‘‘without", ‘‘between", ‘‘he",
‘‘they", ‘‘she", ‘‘my", ‘‘more",
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‘‘much", ‘‘either", ‘‘neither",
‘‘and", ‘‘when", ‘‘while", ‘‘although",
‘‘am", ‘‘no", ‘‘nor", ‘‘not", ‘‘as",
‘‘because", ‘‘since", ‘‘although",
‘‘finally", ‘‘however", ‘‘therefore",
‘‘because", ‘‘consequently",
‘‘furthermore", ‘‘nonetheless",
‘‘moreover", ‘‘alternatively",
‘‘henceforward", ‘‘nevertheless",
‘‘whereas", ‘‘meanwhile", ‘‘this",
‘‘there", ‘‘here", ‘‘same", ‘‘few", ‘‘1",
‘‘2", ‘‘3", ‘‘4", ‘‘5", ‘‘6", ‘‘7", ‘‘8",
‘‘9", ‘‘0", ‘‘similar", ‘‘the following",
‘‘by now", ‘‘into"}

We additionally add the source concept and
the associated relational phrase that were used
to compose the prompt.

A.1.5 Human Evaluation
All human evaluations were conducted through
the Amazon Mechanical Turk (IDs) platform. We
sourced our annotators from a pool of 168 crowd-
workers manually selected from best performing
workers in a round of open paid qualification. For
the evaluation, the workers asked to rank model
predictions on a 4-point validity likert scale. The
Figure 9 shows a screenshot of the annotation tem-
plate with the full set of instructions used for col-
lecting the training set and for evaluation of generic
statements. Throughout the entirety project, we
maintained an average of $15/hour pay rate.

We obtained IRB exemption for our evalua-
tion from our institution’s internal institutional re-
view and ethics board. We did not collect any
deanonymizing information nor do we publish with
our dataset sensitive information such as MTurk
IDs in full compliance to the exemption clauses
found in 45 CFR 46.104(d)(2,3). Additionally, the
extent of the crowdsourcing for the present work
is limited to judgments based on world knowledge,
we have no reason to believe that our crowdsourc-
ing set up posed harm or discomfort beyond the
minimal risk as defined by 45 CFR 46.102(i). Our
exempted status does not require for us to use con-
sent forms with our crowdsourcing.

As shown in the screenshot, the evaluations were
conducted in English. Although we did not collect
demographic information from the crowdworkers,
our previous internal study from 2020 tells us that
over 90% of our annotators are English speakers
from the US. Thus, the evaluation received as to
the validity of the generic statements most strongly

reflect the North American

A.1.6 GPT-3 generics generation template
Generics are generated from GPT-3 using the fol-
lowing template:

Generate statements that are generally
true in the real world.
An apple is a fruit.
Violins are used for music.
Aardvarks are mammals.
Accidents cause injuries.
Protein is made of amino acids.
Apples can be red or green.
< test prompt >

We generate ten continuations for the prompt
above.

A.1.7 Mark-and-Recapture Details
We use MnR to estimate the unique population
size of our large datasets thereby gauging the di-
versity of the dataset. For our implementation of
MnR, we perform two random captures using a
sample size of 30% (of the total dataset size) at
each capture. A generic in the second capture is
considered a recapture (i.e., individual seen in the
first capture) if it exceeds a textual similarity thresh-
old (BLEU score > 0.85) with the generics of the
same concept from the first capture as the refer-
ence. The threshold was determined via several
rounds of experimentation and manual evaluation
to determine a reasonable level of textual similarity.
Then, we employ the Chapman estimator for MnR
(Brittain and Böhning, 2009; Chapman, 1951) to
estimate the population size of unique generics in
the dataset.

A.1.8 Categories of generated Generics
In our preliminary experiments, we collected
crowdsourced annotations to label generated gener-
ics with categories derived primarily from (Leslie,
2008). We found that the task was extremely chal-
lenging for non-expert crowdworkers. For example,
recognizing “mosquitoes carry the West Nile virus”
as a striking generic requires a domain knowledge
that often falls outside common knowledge. As a
result, we encountered low inter-annotator agree-
ment scores leading us to not include them in the
main discussion. However, based on samples from
the first iteration of I2D2, we observed the follow-
ing distribution of categories of generics:
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1. semi-definitional (e.g., “laser produces a beam
of light”): 45

2. characterizing: 35

3. striking or majority: 20

A.2 Regarding License for I2D2 and
Gen-A-tomic

The codebase for I2D2 will be licensed and
released under the Apache License 2.0. The
Gen-A-tomic will be licensed under CC-BY.

A.3 Responsible AI Checklist
Number of parameters used I2D2 mainly uses
two models: GPT-2 XL with 1.5B parameters and
RoBERTa-large with 354M parameters.

Total Computation Cost We use Nvidia A6000
GPUs (with 48G RAM) in our experiments. The
bulk of the computation cost is in executing con-
strained decoding over a large number of prompts
to create Gen-A-tomic. We can generate 10 gener-
ations each for 32 prompts in 2 mins. Overall, to
generate 16M generic statements, we need about
∼1500 GPU hours. That said, creation of the large
corpus is a one-time cost. I2D2 is readily appli-
cable as a knowledge model that can be queried
on-the-fly. Retraining the language model takes
∼24 GPU hours.

Hyperparameters We use the following hyper-
parameters for different components:

For constrained decoding:

batch size 32,
beam size 10,
max generation length 30,
min generation length 2,
length penalty 0.1

For training the critic model:

batch size 64,
learning rate 1e− 4,
training epochs 5,
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Figure 9: A screenshot of the template used for obtaining annotations on the Amazon Mechanical Turk platform.
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